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I. INTRODUCTION 
Integrals that are defined as limits of sums which are formed by 
evaluating the integrand at a specific point in each subinterval of 
a partition are useful in applications and offer advantages for compu­
tational methods. The best known integrals of this type are the left 
and right Cauchy integrals which are defined as limits of the sums 
I! f(2«i.i)Cg(Xi) - g(x^_p] and f(x^)Cg(x^) - g(x^_j^)] 
respectively. See [4] and [15] for a discussion of these integrals. 
The development of these integrals began in 1823 when Cauchy 
[3, pp. 122-127] defined, for a continuous function f, what could be 
called the left integral of f with respect to the identity function. 
This particular integral was defined as the norm limit of the sum 
The iji integral is a natural outgrowth of integrals such as the 
Cauchy integrals. A choice function $ is an interval function such 
that p < ^ (P: q) <q. If f and g are functions on the interval 
[a, b], then the if integral of f with respect to g is the refinement 
limit of the sum ^ f[Tlr(x^_j^, x^)][g(x_) - g(x._^)]. In forming this 
sum the function ijf picks a point in each sub interval [x^_^, x^] of 
the partition and the function f is then evaluated at this point chosen 
by Thus for the proper choice function 'jr, the $ integral will 
reduce to other well known integrals, for example, if ijr(c, d) = c for 
all subintervals of [a, b] then iji f dg reduces to the left Cauchy 
a 
integral. 
2 
The first definition of an integral that made use of an arbitrary 
choice function was given by Kristensen, Poulsen, and Reich in [lO]. 
These authors defined the $ integral of a function with respect to the 
identity function as the norm limit of the sum 
^ f[$(%__^, x^)](x^ - and they showed that if $ has the 
Darboux property (Definition 2.13) then every bounded $ integrable 
function is Riemann integrable. Using the same integral, Fieger in [7] 
has given necessary and sufficient conditions on such that 
integrability is equivalent to Riemann integrability. 
The first appearance of the l|; integral in its present form was 
made in an abstract setting in a paper on basis theory in linear 
topological spaces by J. A. Dyer [6]. Using a modification of the 
definition given by Dyer for functions defined on the real line, 
R. A. Shive, Jr. in a dissertation [16] made the first investigation of 
the properties of the $ integral and established some existence theorems 
for this tjt integral. Additional existence theorems can be found in the 
paper by Baker and Shive [2]. 
Since the definition and many elementary properties of the integral 
discussed in this dissertation are found in [16], chapter 2 contains 
a summary of the definitions and properties found in [16] that are 
essential to this dissertation. 
The remaining chapters are devoted to discussing some standard 
problems on Stieltjes integrals in the iJf integral setting. Chapter three 
begins by establishing an integration by parts theorem for the iJf integral 
which then leads in a natural way to some existence theorems and to 
3 
relations between the $ integral and other types of Stieltjes integrals. 
In chapter four a substitution theorem for the ijf integral and some 
related results are obtained. In the fifth and final chapter some 
sufficient conditions are obtained for the following statement to be 
a theorem: 
both exist and are equal. 
These properties have been chosen for study because they give insight 
into the behavior of the i|i integral. 
If h is a continuous and strictly increasing function 
from [c, d] onto [a, b] and g is a function of 
bounded variation then 
a c 
II. DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES OF THE INTEGRAL 
Throughout the remainder of this work the following conventions 
are used. If a and b are real numbers and a < b then [a, b] 
and (a, b) denote the closed interval whose endpoints are a and b 
and the open interval whose endpoints are a and b respectively. 
If a = b then [a, b] denotes {a} and (a, b) denotes the empty 
set. The symbol iff is used for the phrase if and only if. 
Definition 2.1 A partition (or subdivision) D of [a, b] is 
a  s e t  o f  p o i n t s  i x . r  s u c h  t h a t  a = x  <  x .  <  <  x  = b .  
I o 1 n 
A partition can be thought of as the set of points ix.r or 
n i=0 
as the set of adjacent subintervals ^[x^_^, x_]^ defined by the 
i=l 
points. Both points of view will be used in this dissertation. 
Definition 2.2 A partition Dj^ of [a, b] is said to be a 
refinement of a partition Dg of [a, b], denoted by Dj^RD^j iff 
x^ 6 D^ implies x^ € D^ (or every interval in is contained in 
an interval of D^). 
Definition 2.3 F is an interval function on [a, b] means that 
F is a function whose domain is the set of all subintervals of [a, b]. 
An interval function F may be set valued as are the functions 
F^, Fg, and F^ in Example 2.1. 
Definition 2.4 The interval function F on [a, b] has a 
refinement integral (or a integral) on [a, b] iff there is a number 
J such that given a number e > 0 there is a partition D of [a, b] 
such that if is a refinement of D then 
V- " 
I / F([x. ,, X ]) - j| < e. 
^ i=l 
The number J will be denoted by a j F(dl). 
Integrals which are defined by a refinement limit are often called 
rb 
integrals of Bellinger type. The integral symbol f dg with no 
a 
symbol preceding it will be used to denote a genetic Stieltjes integral 
of He 1linger type. 
Many interval functions lead to integrals that have been studied. 
Some of these functions are given in the following example. 
Example 2.1 Let f and g be functions on [a, b], let 
I = [c, d] be a subinterval of [a, b], and let g(I) denote g(d) -
g(c). Then each of the following is an interval function. 
1. F^(I) = g(I) = g(d) - g(c) 
2. FgCI) = f(c)g(I) = f(c)Cg(d) - g(c)] 
3. FgCI) = f(d)g(I) = f(d)[g(d) - g(c)] 
4. F^(I) = ^ f(c) + f(d)]g(I) = jEf^CD + F^d)] 
5. F^CI) = f(x)g(I) where c < x < d 
6 
6. Fg(I) = f(x)g(I) where c < x < d 
7. F^(I) = [wj^f(c) + (x) + w^fCd)] where c < x < d 
and + w^ + w^ = 1 
The refinement integrals of F^, F^, and F^ yield respectively 
the left and right Cauchy integrals and the Stieltjes mean a-integral. 
The interval function F^ is used to define the Riemann-S tielt jes 
a-integral and Fg is used to define a modified Stieltjes integral 
which is discussed in [12], [4], and [5], The interval function F^ 
is used to define a weighted refinement integral which is discussed in 
[1] and [17]. 
The next three definitions are due to R. A. Shive, Jr. and are 
taken from [16]. The corresponding definition in [l6] is indicated in 
parentheses. 
Definition 2.5 (Definition 2.1) The function of two variables 
$ is a choice function on [a, b] iff 
If: {(P, q): a < p < q < b} -» [a, b] such that p < ijr(p, q) < q. 
Sometimes it is convenient to have a choice function that does not 
choose the end points of the intervals and so an interior choice function 
is used. 
Definition 2.6 (Definition 5.3) The choice function $ on 
[a, b] is called an interior choice function on [a, b] provided 
a < P < q < b implies p < ^ (p, q) < q. 
If I = (p, q), Cp, q), (p, q], or [p, q], then ^(I) is defined 
as $(I) = ijrCpj q). Suppose that f and g are functions defined on 
[a, b], that iji is a choice function on [a, b], and that D = ix.r 
^ ^i=0 
is a partition of [a, b]; then S(i|f, D, f, g) will denote the sum 
V ^  / fD#(x._i, X )][g(x.) - g(x._,)]. This sum will also be denoted 
t I ^ 1* i 1 1 1*JL 
by Y f[Tlf(I^)]g(I^) where x^]. 
The function F defined by F(I) = f[#(I)]g(I) is an interval 
rb 
function and the refinement integral a F(dl) is called the 
a 
integral of f with respect to g over [a, b]. 
Definition 2.7 (Definition 2.4) Suppose that f and g are 
functions on [a, b] and that $ is a choice function on [a, b]. 
The statement that the real number I is the ^-integral of f with 
respect to g over [a, b] means that for each e > 0 there is a 
partition D of [a, b] such that if E is a partition of [a, b] 
which refines D then |S(^, E, f, g) - ij < e. The number I will 
rb 
be denoted by f dg. 
a 
Since the integral is the refinement integral of an interval 
function many of the theorems of Hildebrandt [8] apply to the $ integral. 
The following definition and Theorems 2.1 - 2.4 are adapted from [8]. 
The theorem of [8] which is used in each case is given in parentheses. 
Definition 2.8 The simple break function B(x, x^; c, d) is 
defined as follows: B(x, x ; c, d) = 0 for a < x < x , 
^ ' o — o 
B(x, x^; c, d) = c for x = x^, and B(x, x^; c, d) = d for 
X < X < b. 
o — 
Theorem 2.1 (Theorem 7.1) If g(x) is of bounded variation on 
[a, b] it can be written in the form g(x) = (x) + g^(x), where 
g^(x) is continuous on [a, b] and g^(x) is a pure break function, 
a uniformly convergent sum of simple break functions. 
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 3.1) (Cauchy criterion) A necessary and 
rb 
sufficient condition for the existence of f dg is that for each 
a 
e > 0 there is a subdivision D such that if E^RD and E^RD then 
y f[$(l,)]g(li) - 7 f[Kl.)]g(l.)l < e. 
^ 1 1 ^ 
The oscillation function for the interval function F(I) = 
f[$(I)]g(I) is the interval function denoted by w[S(^, f, g), l] or 
by w(SF; I) and defined by 
w[s(V, f ,  g); i] = 
sup[|S($, f, g) - S(\|l, Dg, f, g)|: D^, partition l]. 
Theorem 2.3 (Theorem 3.6) A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of T f dg is that a w[S($, f, g), l] = 0. 
a -^a 
It follows from the above theorem that given e > 0 there is a 
partition D of [a, b] such that if ERD then 
0 < Y w[S(V, f ,  g); I^] < G. 
Theorem 2.4 (Theorem 4.5) (Approximation Theorem) If D is 
any subdivision of [a, b] and if $ f dg exists, then 
a 
U J f dg - S(ijr, D, f, g)l < Y w[S(*, f, g); I.]. 
The remaining part of the chapter consists of definitions and 
existence theorems taken from [16] which are needed in the remaining 
part of this dissertation. The corresponding theorem or definition in 
[16] is indicated in parentheses. 
Theorem 2.5 (Theorem 2.11) Suppose that {g^ is a sequence 
n=l 
of functions of bounded variation on [a, b], that g is a function on 
OD ^ 
[a, b] for which •|v(g-g)r -*0 (where V denotes variation 
L a n a 
over [a, b]), and that f is a bounded function on [a, b]. If 
ijr J f dg^ exists for each n, then $ f dg exists and is 
a a 
lim T|; J f dg^. 
n-^ a 
Definition 2.9 (Definition 3.1) Suppose that f is a function 
on [a, b], and that ijl is a choice function on [a, b]. f is said 
to be ^-bounded iff there is an M > 0 such that if a < c < d < b 
then |f[$(c, d)1 ! < M. 
10 
Theorem 2.6 (Theorem 4.1) Suppose that $ is a choice function 
on [a, b], that f is a T}r-bounded function on [a, b], and that g is 
a 
r function of bounded variation on [a, b]. f f dg exists iff each 
of 
pb »b 
Til I f dg and iji 
a ^ a 
f dg^ axis ts. 
It follows from Theorem 2.9 of [l6] that under the hypotheses of 
r Theorem 2.6 if $ | f dg exists then 
"a 
f J f dg =^l|l J f dg^ + ill f dg^. 
a * "a a 
Definition 2.10 (Definition 3.2) Suppose that $ is a choice 
function on [a, b] and x E [a, b]. 
A. {i{((x, t) : X < t} is frequently x iff for each ô > 0 
there is a t, x < t < x + 6, such that f(x, t) = x. 
B. {^(x, t): x < t} is eventually x iff there is a Ô > 0 
such that if x<t<x + ô then $(x, t) = x. 
A corresponding definition is made for {ili(t, x) : t < x}. 
Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 3.2) Let f be a quasi-continuous function 
on [a, b], let $ be a choice function on [a, b], and let g be a 
function of bounded variation on [a, b]. The following conditions are 
r necessary and sufficient for the existence of $ j f dg. 
a 
A. At each x 6 [a, b), f(x) = f(x+), or {$(x, t): x < t} is 
frequently x iff it is eventually x, or g(x) = g(x+). 
11 
B. At each x 6 (a, b], f(x) = f(x-), or {f(t, x): t < x} is 
frequently x iff it is eventually x, or g(x) = g(x-). 
Theorem 2.8 (Theorem 4.2) Suppose that $ is a choice function 
on [a, b], that f is a iji-bounded function on [a, b] and that g 
is a function of bounded variation on [a, b]. Let g^ denote the 
break part of g. The following conditions are necessary and sufficient 
for the existence of ^ f dg, . 
a 
A. At each x € [a, b), g(x) = g(x+) or lim. f[$(x, t)] exists. 
t-^T 
B. At each x € (a, b], g(x) = g(x-) or lim_ f[$(t, x)] exists. 
t-%: 
Definition 2.11 (Definition 4.7) D^^b - iji, f) is the set of 
all X € [a, b] for which at least one of the following holds: 
1. For each 6 > 0 there are x^, x^, y^, y2 with x < x^ < 
*2 < X + Ô and x<yj^<y2<x + ô such that 
x?)] - Yg)]! • 
2. For each 5 > 0 there are x^, x^, y^^, y2 with x - 6 < < 
*2 < X and x-6<yj^<y2<x such that |f[$(x^, x^)] -
f[$(yi, Yg)]! > "• 
D(b - 1);, f) = D^(b - f). 
Theorem 2.9 (Theorem 4.3) Let iji be a choice function on 
[a, b], let f be a ijt-bounded function on [a, b], and let g be 
a continuous function of bounded variation on [a, b]. A sufficient 
pb 
condition for the existence of i|r f dg is that g*[D(b - f)] - 0, 
a 
12 
where g* is Che outer measure generated by the variation function of g. 
Definition 2.12 (Definition 5.1) A function f has the Darboux 
property, abbreviated DP, on [a, b] iff the following statement holds: 
if f(x') < § < f(x") then there is an r] between x' and x" for 
which f(r|) = g. 
Definition 2.13 (Definition 5.2) Suppose that i|r is a choice 
function on [a, b]. The statement that iji has the Darboux property, 
abbreviated DP, on [a, b] means that each of the following statements 
is true : 
1. If X 6 [a, b) then the function f on [x, b] has the DP 
X 
on [x, b], where f_(t) = $(x, t). 
X 
2. If z 6 (a, b] then the function g_ on [a, z] has the DP 
z 
on [a, z], where g_(t) = ijf(t, z ) .  
z  
Theorem 2.10 (Theorem 5.1) Suppose that f is a bounded 
function on [a, b], that g is a function, of bounded variation on 
[a, bj, and that is a choice function on [a, b] which has the 
Darboux property. The following conditions are necessary and sufficient 
for the existence of $ f dg. 
A. (a) For each x € [a, b), g(x+) = g(x) or lim f[$(x, t)] 
exists. 
(b) For each x € (a, b], g(x-) = g(x) or lim f[$(t, x)] 
t-*x~ 
exists. 
13 
g*[D(b - ^If, f)] = 0, where g* is the outer measure generated 
by the variation function of g^, the continuous part of g. 
14 
III. INTEGRATION BY PARTS AND RELATED EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
When investigating properties of Stieltjes type integrals, one 
problem that is usually considered is the problem of the relation 
.b »b 
be tween J g df and f dg. The result obtained in this chapter 
^ »b 
expresses t|i g df in terms of $ f dg and the Stieltjes mean 
a a 
a-integral M f dg. 
^ a 
Before proceeding to the main theorem it is convenient to obtain 
a preliminary lemma. 
Lemma 3.1 Suppose f - and g are functions and -^t^ 
a sequence of points in the domain of f and g. Then 
is 
i=0 
1—1 1—i 
I . +g(t2„)fa2„) - g(t^)£(t 
1—1 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. If n is 1, then 
L ^^t2i_i)[g(C2i) -2(t2i_2)] - .L +f(t^)][g(t.) -g(t 
i=l ^ i=l 
+ g(t^)f(t2) - g(t^)f(t^) 
f(t2)g(tj^) - f(t^)g(tj^) 
15 
= g(t2^_j^)[f(t2^) - f(C2i-2)]' 
Now assume that the statement is true for n equal to the positive 
integer k. Then for n = k + 1: 
^ k+1 
1=1 
1=1 
\ ^^^2i-l)[8(C2i) "3(^21.2)] 
^ 2k 
l__ ^[f(tj^_i)+f(t^)]Cg(t^)-g(t^_j^)] 
+ 8(t2k)f('^2k^ ' S(tQ)f(t^) + S(^2k+l^^^(^2k+2^ " 
{^^'^2k+l)3(^2k+l^ " ^^^2k+1^^^^2k+l^ ^^*^2k+l^®^^2k^ 
^^^2k+l^®^^2k^ ^^'^2k+l^®^'^2k+2^ " ^ ^'^2k+l^®^'^2k+2^ 
'*' ^(^2k+2^3(^2k+2^ ' ^^'2k+2^®^'^2k+2^} 
{ zl ._ f(^2i-l)[2(^2i) "8(^21-2)] ^^^2k+l)[G(^2k+2)"&(^2k)]} 
i—J. 
16 
f ^  2k 
+ [f(C2k) *f(^2k+l)][2(C2k+l) "Sf^Zk)] 
"*" [ff^Zk+l) '"'^(^Zk+Z^^^^^'^Zk+Z^ '^^^Zk+l^^l 
^ k+1 
= 2 ^^'zi-l^'-^^'^zi^ "S(^2i-2^^ 
V- 2 (k+1) 
1—1 
* G(^2(k+l))^(^2(k+l)) • 3(^0)^(^0)' 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.1 Suppose f and g are functions on [a, b], 
J) pb 
_ df 
a 
;|i is a choice function on [a, b] and that $ f dg, i]; g
and the Stieltjes mean a-integral Mi f dg exist. Then 
^ a 
pb b pb pb 
$ J g df = fg| + T|t J f dg - 2M^ J f dg. 
a a a a 
Proof: Since the integrals all exist given e > 0 there is 
a partition of [a, b] such that if DRD^ then 
17 
and 
r |s(t1i, D, f, g) - iji J f dgj < J , 
pb 
|s($, D, g, f) - 111 J g df I < ^  : 
I 2 -g(Xi_i)] - J f dg| < 
Suppose D = fx.} is a refinement of D and let E = -[t.]-
^  ^ 1=0 ^ 1=0 
be the set of points defined by t^^ = x^, i = 0, I,*", n, and 
^2±-i ~ $(x^_^, x^) for i = I,**-, n. Then by Lemma 3.1 
S($, D, g, f) = ^  gCl)t(x^_^, X^)][f(x_)-f(x^ ^)] 
i=l 
r " 
1—1 
= Y f(t2^_j^)[g(t2^) -g(t2i_2)] +g(b)f(b) -g(a)f(a) 
i=l 
L  .  ,^^^'i-l^ +f(t^)]Cg(t^) -g(Ci_i)] 
1=1 
If E' represents the refinement of D whose elements are precisely 
the distinct points of the sequence E then 
So 
18 
S($, D, g, f) 
= S(#, D, f, g) + g(b)f(b) - g(a)f(a) 
- 2 V ^ - g(Ci_i)] (3 
E 
pb b pb jtb 
1 $  J gd f - f g j  - $ j fdg + 2M^ J f dg 1 
b 
I 
a 
fb 
< \ i ' \  g df - S($, D, g, f)l + |g(b)f(b) - g(a)f(a) - gf 
a 
+ |s(^[, D, f, g) - $ f dgj 
+ 2| Y ^ + f(tj^)][g(t^) - g(ti_i)] - J f dg| 
< 4 + 4 ^ f = ^ -
Thus 
jjy pb b .b 
TjiJ g df = \lfj fdg + fg| - 2M^ J f dg 
and the proof is complete. 
The following existence theorem is verified by using Lemma 3.1 
and the same type of argument that was used to verify Theorem 3.1. 
19 
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that f and g are functions on [a, b], 
that ijt is a choice function on [a, b], and that ij; f dg and 
fb . 
J f dg exist. Then $ J g df exists. 
a 
r 
a 
Proof: Since \|r J f dg and J f dg exist given e > 0 
a 
there is a partition D of [a, b] such that if = j^xjj- and 
0, = 
I m 
are refinements of D then 
i=0 
and 
|S($, D^, f, g) - S(*, Dg, f, g)l <1 
1 ^ 2^^^*i-l^ + f(xp]Cg(xp - g(x^_j^)] 
^1 
Y.  2^^(*i-l) ^CxplCgCxp - g(xV_i)]| 
^2 
<f 
Let E, = "(tîT and E_ = "ft'.'T be the sequences defined by 
^ i=0 i=0 
t2i = i = 0,'"', n; ^2±-l ^  i = 1,'"', n; 
t^ 'i = x^ , i = O,---, m; and  ^ i =!,•••, m, 
and let and be the refinements of D whose elements are 
precisely the distinct points of the sequences E^^ and E^ respectively. 
It follows from equation 3.1 that 
20 
|S($, Dj^, g, f) - S ( i f ,  Dg, g, f)| 
= |S($, D^, f, g) + f(b)g(b) - f(a)g(a) 
- 2 Y ^ + f (tp][g(tp - g(t^ ^)] 
- {s#, Dg, f, g) + f(b)g(b) - f(a)g(a) 
- 2 Y + f(tp][g(tp - g(tv_i)]}| 
^2 
< |S($, D^, f, g) - S($, Dg, f, g)l 
+ 2| Y |Cf(t'_i) + f(t!)][g(t!) - g(t'_p] 
E-
- I , + f(tv)][g(tv) - g(t;_i)]| 
h  
< # + 2(|) = e. 
The existence of the integral $ j g df now follows from Theorem 2.2. 
By [9] M r f dg exists iff M [ g df exists, so if 
 ^-"a  ^•'a 
J g df and f dg exist it follows from Theorem 3.2 that 
a 
r i)f I f dg exists • Thus one immediately obtains the following corollary, 
a 
21 
Corollary 3.1 Suppose that f and g are functions on [a, b]. 
that is a choice function on [a, b], and that | f dg exists. 
|ib pb 
Then $ f dg exists iff $ g df exists, 
a a 
While the existence of $ f dg and M f dg is sufficient 
•^a ^ a 
pb 
to imply the existence of ^ g df, it is not necessary as is 
a 
illustrated in Example 3.1 and again in Example 3.2. 
Example 3.1 Let [a, b] = [O, l]. 
0 if X is an irrational number or x = 0 
g(x) = 
1 if X is a rational number and x ^  0 , 
and 
— if X î' 0 
f(x) = I 
0 if X = 0 . 
Choose $ so that if Xj^ is rational and x^ is irrational then 
$(x^, x^) = Xg, if x^ is rational and x^ is irrational then 
$(x^, x^) = Xj^ and $(x^, x^) is an irrational number for other x^ 
and x^ such that x^ < x^. Let D be a partition of [O, l]. Then 
pi 
S($, D, g, f) = 0, so $ g df = 0. Let N be a given positive 
r ifk ° 1 
integer and E = ix.r be a refinement of D such that —> N, 
iK) *1 
Xg^ is a rational number for i = 1,***> k, and *2i-l " irrational 
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number for i = 1,*"', k. Then 
r 2k 
S($, E, f, g) = 2^ ^ ^ x^)]Cg(x^) - g(x._j^)] 
= fC^'CxQ, Xi)][gCxi) -g(xQ)] + f[$(Xi, X2)]Cg(x2)-g(xp] 
+ {fCilr(x2i_2» X2i_i)][2(x2i_i) ~ g(*2i-2^^ 
+ f[$(x2i_i, X2^)]Cg(x2^) - g(x2i-l)]} 
= r {°-o} +r {i-o} + y (0-1) +r^ (i-o)} 
11 ^ i=2 2i-l 2i-l 
X, 
> N. 
So ij; J f dg does not exist. Also it follows from Corollary 3.1 that 
M f dg does not exist. 
.b 
In the following example M f dg does not exist, however both 
fb ^ 
$ I f dg and j g df exist. 
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Example 3.2 Let [a, b] = [O, 1], 
g(x) = 
and 
f(x) = 
0 if X = 0 or if x is irrational 
1 if X is rational and x 9^ 0 , 
0 if X = 0 or if x is irrational 
— if X is rational and x # 0. 
Choose $ such that if x^ < then $(x^, x^) is an irrational 
number between x^ and x^. Then S(^, D, f, g) = S($, D, g, f) = 0 
for any partition D. Thus 
ijf J f dg = $ J g df = 0. 
Let N be a given positive integer and D = -jx.r be a partition of 
^ i=0 
[0, 1]. Choose rational numbers t^ and t^ such that 
0 < t- < t_ < x^, — > àN and -^ > 8 (•— + Y —Y Let 
1 Z i ti \t2 L. X./ 
°1 W' ^1' ^2' *1»***' Then 
jCf (x^)+f(tj^)]Cg(t^) -g(x^)] + j[f(tj^)+f(t2)]Cg(t2) -g(tj^)] 
+ +f(Xi)][g(Xj^) -gCtg)] 
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^ n. . 
i 2 [i - °] + 2 -i] - {f; + : I 
^2 [^] - 4^ = 4^7 =•"• 
So M f dg does not exist. 
The next example is designed to show that the j f dg can 
fb »b 
exist when $ j f dg and iji g df do not exist. 
Example 3.3 Let [a, b] = [O, l] and 
1 if X is irrational 
g(x) = f(x) = 
-1 if X is rational. 
Let $ be a choice function on [O, l] such that if x^ is a rational 
number and x^ is an irrational number then $(x^, x^) is an irrational 
number and if Xj^ is an irrational number and x^ is a rational number 
then $(x^, x^) is a rational number. Since f(x) = g(x) for all x 
pb 
it is well known that M f dg exists; cf. [9]. 
; ,2n 
Let D be a partition of [O, l] and = -jx.f be any 
i=0 
refinement of D such that is a rational number for i = 0, l,***,n 
and *21-1 irrational number for i = I,*", n. Then 
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S(lll, D^, f, g) {f[$(x2i_2' 
i—1 
^ "^^*21-1^^1" 
^ {(1)(1 + 1) + (-!)(-!-1)} 
= 4n. 
Thus $ f dg (and equivalently f g df) does not exist. 
''o •'o 
As an application of Theorem 3.2 the following corollaries are 
obtained by invoking known existence theorems for the ^  integral and 
the Stieltjes mean a-integral. First, it is convenient to introduce 
some notation. Given a function f on [a, b], let: 
M(f, +) = {x: X 6 [a, b) and lim f(t) does not exist}, 
t-%+ 
M(f, -) = {x: X 6 (a, b] and lim f(t) does not exist}, 
and 
M(f) = M(f, +) U M(f, -). 
Corollary 3.2 Suppose that f is a bounded function on [a, b], 
that g is a continuous function of bounded variation on [a, b], and 
$ is a choice function on [a, b]. Then a sufficient condition for 
the existence of iji [ g df is that g*[M(f) U D(b - $, f)] = 0 where 
a 
g* is the outer measure generated by the variation function of g. 
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rb 
Proof: By Theorem 2.9 f dg exists and by Theorem 1 of [14] 
.b » J. 
M f dg exists and so by Theorem 3.2 iji g df exists. 
^ b a 
Let F. f dg denote the modified Stieltjes integral defined by 
""a 
the interval function F^(I) which was presented in Example 2.1; for 
I = [c, d], F^(I) = f(x)Cg(d) - g(c)] for c < x < d. On page 114 of 
[l6] it has been noted that if is an interior choice function with 
the DP then | f dg is equivalent to F. f f dg. 
•'a  ^""a 
F(w^, w^, w^) J f dg denotes the weighted refinement integral which 
a 
is the refinement integral of the interval function F^(I), where if 
I = [c, d] then 
F^CD = [w^f(c) + w^f(x) + w^f(d)]Cg(d) - g(c)] 
for Wj^ + w^ + w^ = 1 and c < x < d. 
If F^ f dg and f dg exist then by regrouping the 
rb 
terms of the approximating sum it is easy to see that F(1,-1,1) f dg 
a 
exists and 
F(l,-l,l) 1 f dg = ZM. [ f dg - F. r f dg 
•'a ^ •'a a 
f f dg - ijr J = 2M^ J ijr I f dg 
a 
where $ is any interior choice function with the DP. Thus the 
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following corollary has been verified. 
«b „b 
Corollary 3.3 If $ J f dg and J f dg exist and iji 
a a V 
is an interior choice function with the DP then iji J g df and 
pb * 
[F(l,-l,l)] J f dg exist and 
pb b pb 
g df = fg| - CF(1,-1,1)] ^  f dg 
a a a 
Corollary 3.4 Suppose that f is quasi-continuous on [a, b], 
that g is a function of bounded variation on [a, b] and that 
is an interior choice function with the DP on [a, b]. Then $ g df 
and F(l,-l,l) J f dg both exist and 
a 
ijr J g df = fg| - [F(1,-1,1)] f dg. 
Proof; Since $ is an interior choice function for each and 
t ,  a  <  X  < t  < b ,  $ ( x  ,  t  )  #  X  an d  f o r  e a c h  x ,  a n d  t , ,  
o — o o ^ o o o 1 1 
a < t^ < x^ < b, $(x^, tj^) # x^. So by Theorem 2.7 iji I f dg exists, 
pb ^ 
By Theorem 4.1 of [ll] M f dg exists and so the corollary follows 
^ a 
from Corollary 3.3. 
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IV. A SUBSTITUTION THEŒŒM 
A standard problem in the study of Stieltjes integration is the 
following: 
Suppose f, g and h are functions defined on [a, b] such that 
F(x) = J* f dg is defined for all x € [a, b]. What conditions must 
a 
be satisfied by f, g and h in order that the existence of one of 
the integrals 
nb 
[ h dF and [ hf dg 
a a 
implies that the other exists and has the same value? 
In this chapter this problem is considered for the ^-integral and 
it is shown that if h is \|;-bounded the above statement is a theorem 
for the ^-integral. This is a more general result than those which 
hold for some of the more common definitions of Stieltjes integrals, 
such as the mean Stieltjes integral. Also several corollaries are 
obtained by applying other results. 
Throughout this chapter the result that F(x) = ij; f dg is 
defined for all x € [a, b] if and only if $ j f dg exists 
a 
(Theorem 2.4, [l6]) is used. 
Theorem 4.1 Suppose f and g are functions on [a, b], 
ijf is a choice function on [a, b], h is a ^ -bounded function on 
»b 
[a, b], and iji J f dg exists. Let F(x) = ijr f dg. Then 
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l|f [ h dF exists iff $ [ hf dg exists and 
a a 
$ J h dF = $ hf dg. 
a a 
r 
Proof; Suppose \|l J h dF exists and |h[$(I)]| < L for all 
a 
I C [a, b]. Then given e > 0 there is a partition D of [a, b] 
such that if D^RD and D^RD, where and = jsj^ , 
i=0 - - J j=o 
then 
and 
Then 
|S($, D^, h, F) - S(f, DG, h, F)1 < 3(L+i) 
^ i=l ^ 3(L + 1) 
I W(S(V, f, g; [Sj_i, s.])) < 3(L + 1) 
ISC^r, Dj^, hf, g) - S($, Dg, hf, g)| 
< |S(*, D^, hf, g) - S(*, D^, h, F)| 
+ |S($, D^, h, F) - S($, Dg, h, F)1 
+ |S($, Dg, h, F) - S(tlr, Dg, hf, g)l 
< I Y t^)][g(tp - g(t^_j^)] 
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n 
i=l 
m 
+ I ^ ^  h[^(8j_i, Sj)][F(Sj) - F(Sj_^)] 
•  l  Sj)]f[#(Sj_i, Sj)][g(Sj) - g(Sj_i)]| 
3(L+1) 
n 
< L ^  |f[$(Ci_l, t^)]Cg(t^) - g(Ci_i)] - $ J f dg| 
+ L^ |f[$(Sj_i, Sj)][g(Sj) - g(Sj ^ )] - Il J f 
j=l s._i 
i-1 
dg| 
+ S 
3(L + 1) 
V ^  
< L )  U)(S(i|r, f, g; it , t ])) 
^ i=l 1 i 1 
^ ^  j=l 3(L + 1) 
< L T T ^  +  L : r , r ^ +  ^  3(L+1) " 3(L + 1) 3(L + 1) 
< e. 
The existence of the integral ijr J hf dg now follows from Theorem 2.2, 
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Conversely suppose that hf dg exists. Then given e > 0 
r r there is a partition D of [a, b] such that if = -j^t J" and 
«2 -
i=0 
are refinements of D then 
j=0 
|S(*, D^, hf, g) - S(*, Dg, hf. g)| < 3(L + 1) 
^ W(S(*, f, g; [t__i, t_])) < 
and 
So 
- 3(L+1) ' 
f, g; [Sj_i, SJ])) < 3(L + 1) • 
|S(*, h, F) - S($, D^, h, F)| 
- ' Ii_l t.)][F(t.) - F(t._^)] 
- ^  h[$(Ci_i, t^)]f[$(t._^, t_)][g(t^) - g(t^_p]l 
+ |S($, hf, g) - S($, Dg, hf, g)l 
T—! m 
+ I ) hC^CS;.,, S )]f[$(s s )][g(s ) - g(s ,)] 
^ j—2 J*J j-'-j J J-*-
- / H[V(S;_I, S )]CF(S ) - F(s ,)]! 
^ j=l J J J J 
< L y ll|f J f dg - f[$(t t )][g(t ) - g(t _.)]) 
^i=l ^t. 1 1 i 1 i 1 i 
1-i 
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+ 3(L+1) 
m j 
+ lY |f[$(Si_i,  s  )][g(s )  -  g(s.  , )]  -  li  J  f  dgj 
^ 1=1 J ^ J 3 J ^s. 1 
J j-1 
^ £ 
5 ^ 2 ,  W ( S ( ^ ,  f )  g j  t ^ ] ) )  +  3 ( L  +  1 )  
+ L ) W(S($, f, g; [s ^, s ])) 
^ j=l J J- J 
< e.  
Thus $ h dF exists, 
a 
Finally suppose i|r hf dg and iji h dF exist. Then given 
; r e > 0 there is a partition D = -j^t^ such that 
and 
lljf J hf dg - S($, D, hf, g)| < Y , 
a 
.b 
U J h dF - S($, D, h, F)1 <1 , 
a 
% _ f» 8; ^^i-l' ^1^)) 3(L + 1) * 
So 
1$ J hf dg - $ J h dF| 
a 
.b 
< hf dg - S(*, D, hf, g)I 
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+ I y h[$(i,)]f[$(T )]g(i ) - y h[*(i.)]F(i ) 
+ |S($, D, h, F) - $ h dFl 
a 
< J + L ^  lfCllf(I^)]g(I^) - J f dg| + J 
i=l ' ~t. . 
1-1 
< e.  
Thus J hf dg = ^  J  h dF. This completes the proof. 
If in the preceding theorem g is taken to be the identity 
function on [a, b] and f to be a function that has a derivative, 
then the following corollaries result. 
Corollary 4.1 Suppose that h is a ^ -bounded function on 
[a, b] and that f is a function whose derivative exists and such 
that for each x e [a, b], f(x) - f(a) =11(1 f*(t)dt. Then 
fb [.b 
$ h df exists iff i|; h(t)f'(t)dt exists and the two integrals 
a a 
are equal. 
Corollary 4.2 Suppose that h is a ijj-bounded function on 
[a, b], that f is a function whose derivative exists at each x 6 [a, 
and for each x € [a, b], f(x) - f(a) = i|f F f'(t)dt, and 
a 
L*[D(b - \ll, hf'] = 0, where L* is Lebesgue outer measure. Then each 
of $ J h df and h(t)f*(t)dt exists and are equal. 
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Proof: By Theorem 2.9 $ h(t)f'(t)dt exists and so the corollary 
a 
follows from Corollary 4.1. 
The final result of this chapter is of a different character than 
those just discussed. It is a theorem of the type that Kaltenhorn 
established for the Stieltjes mean cj-integral [9]. The corollary is 
established by combining the substitution theorem and the integration 
by parts theorem. 
Corollary 4.3 Suppose that f and g are functions on [a, b], 
and that $ is a choice function on [a, b] such that $ f dg and 
J f dg exist and F(x) =Tj; f dg = M Ç f dg for each x € [a, b]. 
a a a 
Suppose further that h is a bounded fimction on [a, b], that 
liia y Lf(x.) - f(x ,)][g(x ) - g(x )]Ch(x ) - h(x .)] = 0, 
D D 
and that t}i f h dF and M h dF both exist. Then 
•^a ^ "^a 
pb -b -b b 
ijlj F d h  =  ij;J g d(fh) + h(b) tJi J f dg - fgh| 
dF = 
a 
Proof: By Theorem 4.1 $ hf dg exists and $ h 
a 
$ hf dg. It follows from Theorem 6 in [9] that M hf dg exists 
a "^a 
and J hf dg = J h dF. So it follows from Theorem 3.1 that: 
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h dF F dh = ill J h dF + hF I - 2M 
a a a 
pb b |J) 1 
= [$ J hf dg + hfgj - 2M^ J hf dg] + hF| -  hfgj 
a a 
b 
= ill J g d(h£) + h(b) iji J f dg - hfgj . 
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V. TRANSFORMATION OF THE ijr INTEGRAL 
In this chapter the following problem is considered: Suppose that 
h is a continuous strictly increasing function from the interval 
[c, d] onto the interval [a, b], that f and g are functions 
defined on [a, b] and that ijt is a choice function defined on [a, b] 
and on [c, d]. What conditions must be satisfied by f, g, h and ijl 
such that the existence of one of the integrals i|r j f dg and 
ijl foh d(goh) implies that the other exists and has the same value? 
The property just described is useful in evaluating integrals. For 
example the analogous property for the Riemann integral is studied in 
elementary calculus under the title "change of variable" or "integration 
by substitution". For tieltjes integrals the answer to the question 
is also useful in many applications such as in the problem of integral 
representation of stationary linear operators. 
Throughout this chapter it is assumed that h is a continuous, 
strictly increasing function from the interval [c, d] onto the interval 
[a, b], such that h(c) = a and h(d) = b. Furthermore it is assumed 
is a partition of [c, d], then h(D^) denotes the partition of [a, b] 
c 
that ^ is a choice function on [a, b] and on [c, d]. 
defined by is a partition of 
[a, b], then h ^ (D^) denotes the partition of [c, d] defined by 
i=0 
. Since h is continuous, strictly increasing. 
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and onto, is a partition of [c, d] iff h(Dj^) is a partition of 
[a, b] and is a partition of [a, b] iff h is a partition 
of [c, d]. Also E^RD^ iff h(E^)Rh(D^) and E^RD^ iff 
h"^(E2)Rh'^(D2). 
The first lemma provides the basic technique used in proving the 
main theorems of the chapter. 
Lemma 5.1 Suppose that f and g are functions on [a, b] 
such that for any e > 0 there is a partition D of [c, d] such that 
for any refinement E of D 
ISCijt, E, foh, goh) - S (ill, h(E), f, g)| < e. 
pb 
Then the existence of one of the integrals f dg and 
r" $ J foh d(goh) implies that the other integral exists and has the 
c 
same value. 
Proof: Suppose tJi foh d(goh) exists. Then given e > 0 
c 
there is a partition D of [c, d] such that if D^RD and D^RD then 
|S(^, D^, foh, goh) - S(ijr, D^, foh, goh) | < |- , 
|S(*, D^, foh, goh) - S($, h(D^), f, g)| <1 , 
Is (111, D^, foh, goh) - S($, hCD^), f, g)l <1 . 
IS(ll», h(Dp, f, g) - S (4, hCDg), f, g)I 
< }S($, h(Dj^), f, g) - S($, Dj^, foh, goh] 
and 
So 
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+ Dj^, foh, goh) - S($, D^, foh, goh) | 
+ jSCi];, D^, foh, goh) - S($, hCDg), f, g)| 
< e. 
In a similar fashion the existence of ill J f dg implies the existence 
The existence of the integral ij; j f dg now follows from Theorem 2.2. 
a 
of T[t foh d(goh). 
c 
Suppose now that both integrals exist. Then given e > 0 there 
is a partition D or [c, d] such that 
|S(*, h(D), f, g) - $ j* f dgl <1 , 
a 
.b 
and 
So 
| s (ilf, D, foh, goh) - 1» J foh d(goh)| < j , 
|S($, D, foh, goh) - S (lit, h(D), f, g)| <1 . 
Iijf 1 f dg - ill [ fch d(gch)l 
a c 
»b 
< k J f dg - S($, h(D), f, g)| 
+ |S(4, h(D), f, g) - S(*, D, foh, goh) I 
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+ |S(\|l, D, foh, goh) - $ foh d(goh)| 
< e. 
[.b pd 
Thus J f dg = ij( J foh d(goh) and the proof is complete. 
In the remainder of this chapter g is assumed to be of bounded 
variation. Since h is a continuous, strictly increasing function 
mapping [c, d] onto [a, b] the composition goh is also a function 
of bounded variation. It is irst shown that the decomposition of g 
into its continuous part g^ and its pure break part g^ is preserved 
under composition with h, i.e. if gch^ and goh^ represent the 
continuous part and pure break part of goh respectively then 
g^oh = goh^ and g^oh = goh^. 
LeTTima 5.2 Suppose g is of bounded variation on [a, b]. 
Then goh^ = g^oh and goh^ = g^oh. 
Proof: Since goh = g^oh + g^oh where g^oh as the composition 
of continuous functions is continuous it suffices to show that g^oh 
is a pure break function. Now g^(x) = ^  B(x, x^; a^, g^). So 
for each s 6 [c, d] 
g c.h(s) =y B(h(s), X ; a , g ) =y B(-, X ; a , g )oh(s). 
0 i_, 3. 1 1 111
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Thus g, oh = y B(-, x.; a., 2.)oh, and it suffices to show that 
D ^ i=l 1X1 
B(-, x^; a^, P^)oh is a simple break function. Let s^ = h ^ (x^). 
If c < s < s^, then a = h(c) < h(s) < h(s^) = x^ and so 
B(-, X.; a^, P^)oh(s) =0. If s = s^, then h(s) = h(s^) = x^ and 
so B(-, x^; a^, P^)oh(s) = a^. If s^ < s < d, then x^ = h(s^) < 
h(s) < h(d) = b and so B(-, x^; a^, p^)oh(s) = 3^. Thus 
B(-, x^; a^, gu)oh(s) is the simple break function B(x, h(s^); a^, 3^) 
and the proof is complete. 
With these preliminary lemmas available the main results of this 
chapter are now considered. 
Theorem 5.1 Let f be a ill-bounded function on [a, b], let 
g be a pure break function of bounded variation on [a, b], and let i|i 
and h have the following properties: 
1. For every point x € [a, b) such that g(x+) # g(x), there is 
a number Ô > 0, x + 6 , < b, such that for any 
x"*" x"*" 
s € (h ^(x), h ^(x + 5 ,)], there is a t € (x, h(s)] such that 
x"*" 
hCllf(h"^(x), s)] = $(x, t). (5.1) 
2. For every point x € (a, b] such that g(x-) ^  g(x), there is 
a number Ô >0, a < x - 6 , such that for any 
x~ X" 
s 6 [h ^(x - 6 ), h ^(x)) there is a t € [h(s), x) such 
X" 
that 
h[$(s, h ^ (x))] = $(t, x). (5.2) 
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pb pd 
If ^ j f dg exists, then $ f h d(g h) exists and 
ijf f dg = Tjr foh d(goh). 
a c 
Proof: Since \ji J f dg exists, it follows from Theorem 2.8 that 
a 
for each x € [a, b) either g(x) = g(x+) or lim f[#(x, t)] exists. 
t-%+ 
Let s 6 [c, d); then h(s) € [a, b). If g(h(s)) = g(h(s)+), then since 
h is continuous and increasing goh(s) = g(h(s)) = g(h(s)+) = goh(s+). 
Suppose g(h(s)) f g(h(s)+); then lim f[$(h(s), t)] exists. So given 
t-h(s)+ 
e > 0 there is an r| > 0 such that if 
h(s) < < h(s) + T] then |f[$(h(s), t^)] - f[#(h(s), t^)]} < e. 
Thus by hypothesis (1) there is a Ô , < T| such that if 
x+ 
^2 € (s, h ^(x + 6 ^ )), there exist t^, 6 (h(s), x + 6^) such 
that 
|f(h[^(s, s^)]) - f(h[$(s, Sg,)])! = |f[$(h(s), tp] - f[$(h(s), t^)]} 
< e , 
and so lim foh[ijl(s, t)] exists, 
t-'s'*" 
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Similarly for each s € (c, d], goh(s) = goh(s-) or 
lim foh[$(t, s)] exists and so it follows from Theorem 2.8 that 
$ foh d(goh) exists. 
c 
Since goh is a function of bounded variation, it has at most 
a countable number of discontinuities. Let "fs-T > where p is a 
^ ^ i=l 
nonnegative integer or 09, be the points of discontinuity of goh. Then 
P 
i=l 
is the uniformity convergent sum of simple break functions, say 
, where = h(s^), is the set of discontinuities of g. Since g 
V ^  ^ P 
g = > B(-, X ; a., 3.), and goh = > B(-, x ; a., BJoh it 
u 111 ^ i=l ^ ^ ^  ^ 
r follows from Theorem 2.5 that to show that $ J f dg = $ j foh d(goh) 
if suffices to show that $ 
pd 
f dB(-, x^; a^, = 
a 
$ foh d(B(-, x^; a^, p^))oh. 
c 
Let i be a positive integer, let e > 0 be given and suppose 
that = 0 and f a^. If 0% # 0 the proof proceeds along 
similar lines. Then 
0 if c < s < s. 
— 1 
B(-, P^)oh(s) = ( 0 if s = s^ 
I = goh(s>) -goh(s^) =goh(s>) -goh(s.-) 
\ 
if s. < s < d. 
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0 if a < X < X. 
B(x, x^; a^, gL) =<| 0 = g(x^) - g(x^-) = g(h(s^)) - g(h(s^)-) 
if X = x_ = h(s^) 
I gu = g(Xj^+) - g(x^) = goh(s^+) - goh(s^) 
if X < X < b 1 — 
Let € (s^, d] be a point such that if s 6 (s^, s^] then there is 
x^ 6 (h(s^), h(s)] such that h[$(s^, s)] = \l;(h(s^), x^) and if 
Xi» *2 ^  [b(s^), h(s^)] then 
|f[$(h(s^), x^)] - f[^(h(s^), x^)]! < -g 
V^g + 1 
Consider the partition D = {c, s^, s^, d} of [c, d] and any 
refinement E = {c, t^,''", t^, s^, tj^^,'"', t^, s^, t^^^,"»', t^, d} 
of D. Then 
S(T(r, D, foh, B(-, x^; a^, P^)oh) = foh[^(s^, tj+i)][goh(tj+i) " goh(s^)] 
= f[$(h(s^), x^)][goh(tj^^) - goh(s^)] 
and 
S($, h(D), f, B(-, OC^. Pi))=f[^(h(s^), h(tj^^))][goh(tj^^)-goh(s^)] 
So 
Is (111, D, foh, B(-, x^; a^, p^)ch) - S($, h(D), f, B(-, X^; a^, p^)) 1 
= |{f[^(h(s^), x^)] -f[$(h(s^), h(tj^^))]}[goh(tj^^) -goh(s^)]| 
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fg + 1 
goh(s^) 
< e. 
So it follows from Lemma 5.1 that 
pb pd 
t J f dB(-, a^, # J foh d(B(-, x^; a^, 3^)oh). 
a c 
This completes the proof. 
An examination of the proof of Theorem 5.1 will show that equation 
5.1 of the hypothesis could be replaced by the slightly weaker condition 
fohCi{r(h ^(x), s).] = f[$(x, t)]. Also equation 5.2 could be replaced by 
foh[Tji(s, h ^ (x)] = f[^(x, t)]. A similar weakening of hypothesis can be 
made in most of the remaining theorems of this section. 
If the condition that g be a break function is replaced by the 
condition that g be a continuous function of bounded variation then 
one obtains: 
Theorem 5.2 Let f be a ;ji-bounded function on [a, b] and 
let g be a continuous function of bounded variation on [a, b] such 
that g*[D(b - f)] = 0 where g* is the outer measure generated by 
the variation function of g. In addition suppose there is a partition 
D* = -^xlj- of [a, b] such that for any i, if x^_^ <x^ < Xg 
then there exist x'^, x^, x^ < x^' < x^' < x^, such that 
h[V(h ^(x^), h'^XXg))] ~ Kx'î» xp. Then $ J f dg and 
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$ ! foh d(gch) both exist and 
|.t> 
ijf f dg = # I f-h d(g.h). 
a c 
Proof; It follows from Theorem 2.9 that iji f dg exists. Suppose 
a 
e > 0 is given and suppose M is a Tjf-bound on |fj. Choose a positive 
1 e integer n such that — < r . For the sake of convenience 
° 4(V^g + 1) 
assume that a, b £ D(b - l|/, f). If a € D(b - ijl, f) or b € D(b - ijr, f) 
only minor changes are required in the proof. 
Since D(b - f):3 D^^b - f), the hypothesis that 
g*D(b - iji, f) =0 implies that g*D^(b - lit, f) =0. Thus there is 
a sequence of open intervals "[l-} such that D (b - ijl, f) c I. 
r" c 
and I g*(Ii) < 4^+ïy • 
1—1 
Associated with each x € [a, b] - D^(b - ijf, f) there is a positive 
number 0^ that satisfies the following conditions; 
1. If X € [a, b)-D^(b - f), x + 0^ < b, and if 
X < X. <x-<x + Ô and x < y^ < y_ <x + 6 then 
—  1 2  X  — • ' 1  • ' 2  X  
|f[$(xi, x^)] - fC^Cy^, y2)]| < ^  . 
2. If X € (a, b]- - $, f), a < x - 6^, and if 
x - 6  < x , < x - < x  a n d  x - 6  <  y .  <  y _  <  x  t h e n  
X 1 2— X ^1 ^2 -
lf[ilr(xj^, x^)] - fCVCy^, y^)]! < • 
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For each x 6 (a, b)-D^^b - f) let denote the open 
interval = (x - 6^, x + 0^), let = [a, a + 6^) and let 
= (b - ôy, b]. Then {j^: x 6 [a, b]-D^(b - f)} U 
is an open cover of [a, b], and so there is a finite subcover 
. a  r  1 3  
•fj [• U jl.i , where it is 
^Vi=o L :Jj=i 
assumed that no interval of the subcover 
is contained in any other interval of the subcover, that x^ = a and 
that x^ = b. 
Rewrite the subcover as {[a, z^), (y^, 
(yy_l, Zy.i), (Yy, ^ 1} where a = y^ < y^^ < • • • < y^ and 
z ^  <  <  • • •  <  =  b .  L e t  +  2 ^ ) ,  i = l , - - - , Y - l .  
= a, §Y = b, and choose t^ 6 (y\ z^_^) H (y\, z^) such that 
< t^^ < §2^ for i = I,*", Y- Form the partition 
D" = tj^, §Y-i' Sy}' Then by construction each interval 
of the form t^] or [t^, §^], i = 1,'"', Y, is contained in 
an interval of the form I., or [x., x. + 6 ), or (x. - Ô , x.]. i L X X. 1 X. 1 
X 1 
k 
^=0 
Define the indexing sets and by 
Let D = D' U D" and let E = be any refinement of D. 
A]^ = {i: t\.x> is a subset of [%_, x^ + 6^ ) 
or of (x. - Ô , X.] for some j} 
J J 
Ag = {l> kJ-A^ 
For each i € A2, Tj^] c for some j = 1,'"', g; and 
for each i, i = 1,"', k, there exist T]! ,, "n!, T]. . <T|! , < T]! < T). 
'1-1 1 1-1 — 1-1 1 — '1 
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such that h[$(h h ^Cn^))] = rip 
Then 
|S($, E, f, g) - S(*, h"l(E), foh, goh)| 
- I h ' ^ ( T i ^ ) ) l | g ( r i ^ )  -  g ( n ^  
i—1 
- L . _  TipJllgCii^) - g(ri^_j^)l 
i—1 
<y —^— ig(%) - g(%_i)i +y 2Mjg(Ti ) - gc-n^.p 
^ i€A^ 4(V^g + 1) ^ 1 ^iGAg 
'n • 
< ^ V^g + 2My g 
4(V^g + 1) ^ ^i-1 
< $ + ïïiiTÎT 
< e.  
The theorem now follows from Lemma 5.1. 
As examples of choice functions which satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 5.2 for any h consider the choice functions and ijTg 
defined by x^) = x^ and *2^ ~ *2* consider 
h[$^(h ^(x^), h ^(xg))] = x^ = $(x^, Xg). In general if $ is 
a choice function which satisfies the Darboux property then for any 
x^, Xg € [a, b] there exists %i —*1 ^ *2 — *2 ^uch that 
h[$(h ^(x^), h ^ (x^))] = ^ (x^, Xg). A proof of this fact is given in 
the proof of Lemma 5.4 in [16]. As a consequence of this observation 
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several corollaries may be immediately obtained. 
Corollary 5.1 Let ijr be a choice function which has the Oarboux 
property, let f be a ^ -bounded function on [a, b], and let g be 
a continuous function of bounded variation on [a, b] such that 
g*[D(b - ijf, f)] = 0. Then f [ f dg and $ | foh d(goh) both exist 
and iji f dg = # foh d(goh). 
a a 
Corollary 5.2 Let ijt be a choice function which has the Darboux 
property, let g be a continuous function of bounded variation on 
[a, b], and let f be a bounded function on [a, b]. If $ f dg 
f * exists then iJi foh d(goh) exists and the two integrals have the 
c 
same value. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.10 g*[D(b - $, f)] = 0 and the corollary 
follows from Corollary 5.1. 
The next corollary is the result of combining Theorem 5.2, 
Theorem 3.1, and a translation theorem due to Lane. 
Corollary 5.3 Let f be a bounded function on [a, b], and 
let g be a continuous function of bounded variation on [a, b] such 
that g*[M(f) UD(b-i|(, f)] = 0. Also suppose there is a partition 
D = jx^ of [a, b] such that for any i, if x^ ^  < x^ < X2 < x\ 
then there exist x^, x^ < < x^ < x^ such that 
h[\ll(h ^(Xj^), h ^ (x^))] = iJjCXj, xp. Then Tjj g df and 
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\}l I go h d(foh) both exist and have the same, value, 
c 
r 
Proof: It follows from Theorem 3.1, Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 1 of 
[14] that Tjl J g df, iji J f dg and g df exist. So the 
a a a 
relation T f dg = ijf foh d(goh) and J f dg = foh d(goh) 
a c a c 
follow from Theorem 5.2 and [12] respectively. Thus 
TjlJ gdf = i}fj fdg + fgl - 2M^ J f dg 
a a a a 
= $ foh d(goh) + (foh)(goh) | - 2M^ foh d(gch) 
c c c 
~ ^  gch d(fch). 
c 
Corollary 5.4 Let ^ be a choice function which has the 
Darboux property, let g be a function of bounded variation on [a, b], 
let f be a bounded function on [a, b], and let iji and h have the 
following properties: 
1. For every point x € [a, b) such that g(x+) ^  g(x), there is 
a number 6 , > 0, with x + Ô , < b and such that for any 
x"^ x+ 
s € (h ^ (x), h ^ (x + 6^)], there is a t € (x, h(s)] such 
that h[\{r(h~^(x), s)] = \j;(x, t). 
2. For every point x € (a, b] such that g(x-) g(x), there is 
a number Ô > 0, with a < x - 6 , such that for any 
X- ~ X 
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s 6 [h"^(x - ô ), h ^(x)) there is a t 6 [h(s), x) such 
that h[ilf(s, h ^(x))] = ^ (t, x). 
If $ r f dg exists then if | foh d(goh) exists and 
a c 
\lf J f dg = ill foh d(goh). 
The following theorem is obtained by combining Theorem 5.1 and 
Theorem 5.2. 
Theorem 5.3 Let f be a l|(-bounded function on [a, b], and 
let g be a function of bounded variation on [a, b] such that 
g*[D(b - f] = 0, where g^ is the outer measure generated by the 
variation function of g , the continuous part of g. In addition 
n' 
i=0 
any i, if x^ ^  < x^ < Xg ;< then there exist x^, x^, with 
suppose there is a partition D ' = -j^x^ of [a, b] such that for 
x^ < x^ < Xg < Xg, such that 
hCi|f(h"^(Xj^), h'^Cxg))] = ij;(xj, xp, 
and suppose that h and ijr satisfy the following conditions; 
1. For every point x 6 [a, b) such that g(x+-) g(x), there is 
a number 6,>0, x + ô,<b, such that for any 
x+ xT 
s € (h ^ (x), h ^(x + 6 ,)], there is a t € (x, h(s)] such 
XT" 
that h[^(h ^(x), s)] = $(x, t). 
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2. For every point x € (a, b] such that g(x-) # g(x), there 
is a number 6 > 0, a<x-6 , such that for any 
x" x" 
s 6 [h ^(x - Ô ), h ^ (x)), there is a t € [h(s), x) such 
x~ 
that h[$(s, h ^(x))] = #(t, x). 
4 
If l|f f dg. exists then f f dg and $ foh d(goh) both exist 
a a c 
and have the same value. 
Corollary 5.5 Let ijl be a choice function which has the 
Darboux property, let g be a function of bounded variation on [a, b] 
for which g*[D(b - ijf, f)] = 0, and let f be a ijf-bounded function on 
[a, b]. Also suppose t]! and h have the following properties: 
1. For every point x 6 [a, b) such that g(x+) 4 g(x), there is 
a number 6.>0, x + 6 , < b, such that for any 
x+ x"^ 
s € (h ^(x), h ^(x +5 .)], there is a t 6 (x, h(s)] such 
x*^ 
that h[^(h"^(x), s)] = ^ (x, t). 
2, For every point x € (a, b] such that g(x-) f g(x), there is 
a number 6 >0, a < x - Ô , such that for any 
X" x" 
s € [h ^(x - 6 ), h ^(x)), there is a t € [h(s), x) such 
X" 
that h[^(s, h ^ (x))] = ^ (t, x). 
pb pb pd 
If $ j f dg^ exists then $ j f dg and $ J f<-h d(goh) both exist 
and have the same value. 
In some applications it is useful to have a theorem covering 
behavior of the integral in terms only of discontinuities not 
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^-discontinuities. 
Theorem 5.4 Let f be a bounded function on [a, b] and let 
g be a continuous function of bounded variation on [a, b] such that 
g*[M(f)] = 0. Suppose h and $ have the following property: 
1. If 6 [a, b) -M(f) and f(x^+) ^  ftx^) then the sets 
{y: y = h[^(h ^(x^), t)], h~^(x^) < t < d} 
{y: y = t), x^ < t < b} 
are both eventually x^ or are both not frequently x^. 
2. If x^ € (a, b]- M(f) and f(x^~) f fCx^) then the sets 
[y; y = h[$(t, h ^ (x^))], h"^(x^) > t > c} 
{y: y = ^ (t, x^), a < t < x^} 
are both eventually x^ or are both not frequently x^. 
Then $ J f dg exists iff fch d(gch) exists and if they both 
a 
exist 
|Jî |.d 
ij; f dg = ijf I f^h d(g. h). 
a c 
Proof: Suppose e > 0 is given and that x € [a, b) - M(f). Two 
distinct cases will be considered. The first is for f(x+) = f(x) and 
the second for f(x+) î' f(x). 
Suppose f (x4-) = f(x). Then there is a 6., 0<ô,<b-x, 
x+ x+ ~ 
such that if x < t, < t„ < x + 5 then |f(t,) - f(t_)| < r 
^ ^ 1 ^ 2(V^g + 1) 
-1 -1 
S o  i f  x < t < x  +  ô ,  a n d  h  ( x )  <  s  <  h  ( x  +  6  .  )  t h e n  
x^ x"*" 
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|f[^(x, t) - foh[^(h ^(x), s)]| < 
2(V^g + 1) 
Next consider the case where f(x+) ^  f(x). Then either 
{y: y = iJfCx, t), X < t < b} and {y: y = h[$(h ^(x), s), 
h ^(x) < s < d] are both eventually x or are both not frequently x. 
Suppose the sets are both eventually x. Then there is a Ô ,, 
x"*" 
0 < ô , < b - x  s u c h  t h a t  i f  x < t < x  +  6 ,  a n d  
x+ x"*" 
h ^ (x) < s < h ^ (x + 6^) then i{i(x, t) = x and h[$(h ^(x), s)] = x. 
So 
-1. |f[#(x, t)] - foh[$(h (x), s)]| = 0 < 
2V^g + 1 
On the other hand suppose the sets are both not frequently x. 
Then there is a 6 u., 0<0 +<b-x such that if x<t<x + 6 + 
Xj^+' X^^ — Xj^^ 
-1 -1 
and h (x) < s < h (x + ô +) then x < ijt(x, t)<t<x + 6 + and 
^1 *1 
% < s)] < h(s) < % + 5 +- SIGCS exists there U 
*1 
a  ô . ,  0 < ô , < ô  4 - ,  s u c h  t h a t  i f  x  <  t ,  <  t „  <  x  +  ô  , ,  t h e n  
x"*" xT Xj^ 1 / x"*" 
jf (t, ) - f (t ) I < r-^ . So if x<t<x + ô, and 
2(V^g + 1) x"*" 
h  ^ (x) <s<h^(x + ô.) then 
x"** 
|f[^(x, t)] - fch[$(h ^(x), s)]| < 
2(vjg + 1) 
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Thus if X € [a, b) -M(f), there is a Ô , such that if 
x"*" 
-1 -1 
x <t<x + ô , and h (x) < s < h (x + ô , ) then 
x"*" x"*" 
|f[$(x, t)] - fch[^(h ^(x), s)]| < r-^ . 
2 org + 1) 
In a similar fashion if x € (a, b] -M(f), then there is a ô , 
x" 
0 < 5 < x - a, such that if x-ô < t < x and 
x" ~ X-
h ^ ( x - ô  ) < s < h ^ ( x )  t h e n  
x" 
lf[ilr(t, x)] - foh[ilr(s, h ^(x))]| < . 
2 Or g + 1) 
If X € (a, b) - M(f) let 6 = min(ô , ô , ), and let 6 = 6 and 
X x" xT a. = 
" ^b-
For the sake of convenience it is assumed that a, b £ M(f). If 
a € M(f) or b € M(f) the proof requires only minor changes. Let 
L be a bound on |f|. 
Since g*[M(f)] = 0, there is a sequence of open intervals 
" ^ i=l 
such that M(f) <= lJT_^ I. and ^ g*(I^) < 4(l + i) • Then 
i=l 
{[a, a+ô^), (b -6^, b]}U[(x-ôj^, x+ô^)-* x 6 (a, b)-M(f)} U {l^} ^ 
forms an open cover of [a, b]. Thus there is a finite subcover 
{[a. a + 6.). (b - b]} U {(Xj - Xj + 
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"{[a, (y^, (y^. b]} 
where it is assumed that no interval contains any other interval, that 
a < < y^, and that < ... < ^ < b. Let 
= ^ y^ + z^], i = !,•••, k - 1, = a, = b and choose 
t^ € ^i-1^ (Yi, Zj^) such that ^ i = 0, !,•••, k. 
Let D denote the partition of [a, b] defined by 
D = {Xg, %!,' tj^, Xj^}. 
By construction each interval [x_ t^] or [t., x^], i = I,*", k 
is contained in an interval of the form I., or [x., x. + Ô ) or 
J j J 
(x. - Ô , x,]. Let E = "I'n.r be any refinement of D. Define the 
J * j J I ^ i=0 
indexing sets and by 
A, = {t; [T] -, T] ] is a subset of [x., x +6^  ) or (x - 6^  , x ]} 
J -  J - I X  J  J  X J  J  X J  J  
Ag = [1, 2,--', n}-Aj^. 
Thus for i € Ag, ^ Ij for some j. Then 
|S(V, E, f, 8) - S($, h"l(E), fch, goh)| 
-Z - ffh[$(h"^Cni_i), h'^(Tip)]I |g(Tip - g(T^_i)| 
i—1 
| f [ * (n i_ i ,  \ ) l - f  hU(h"^T] ._p ,  h - i (n i ) ) ] | |g (Tu)  -  gCVi^ l  
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+ ^  n^)] - f^h[$(h"^cn^_^), h'^(Ti^)]l Ig(Ti^) - gCn^, 
i€A« 
< e. 
The theorem now follows from Lemma 5.1. 
If Theorem 3.1 is combined with Theorem 5.4 and other known results 
the result is the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.6 Let f be a bounded function on [a, b] and let 
g be a continuous function of bounded variation on [a, b] such that 
g*LM(f) U D(b - ill, f)] =0. Suppose h and $ have the following 
properties: 
1. If 6 [a, b) - M(f) and f(x^+) = f(Xg) then the sets 
{y: y = h[l|f(h t)], h ^ (x^) < t < d} 
{y : y = ij[(x^, t), x^ < t < b} 
are both eventually x^ or are both not frequently x^. 
2. If x^ £ (a, b] - M(f) and f(x^-) # then the sets 
{y: y = h[*(t, h'^(x^))], h"^(x^) > t > c} 
{y: y = $(t, Xg), a < t < x^} 
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are both eventually or are both not frequently x^. 
Then f f g df and $ goh d(foh) exist and have the same value, 
a c 
Proof: From Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 5.4 f dg and 
"il foh d(goh) both exist and have the same value. From Theorem 1 
in [14] J f dg exists and from [12] j" f dg = foh d(goh), 
a 
So it follows from Them em 3.1 that 
g  d f  =  $  [  f d g + f g ]  -  2 M  [  f  d g  
"^a a a ^ a 
(,d d 
= ijf J foh d(goh) + (foh) (goh) I - 2M^ foh d(goh) 
c c c 
= lir J goh d(foh). 
The following examples demonstrate that for Theorem 5.2 and 
Theorem 5.4, there are situations where one can be applied and the 
other cannot. In Example 5.1 the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied 
but the hypotheses of Theorem 5.4 are not satisfied. The situation is 
reversed in Example 5.2. 
Example 5.1 Let the functions f and g be defined on [O, l] 
by; 
f  1  
n if X = —, n an integer 
f(x) = 
and 
g(x) = X. 
0 if X # — 
n 
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Let h; [2, 3] -» [O, l] be defined by h(s) = s - 2, and let f be 
a choice function on [O, 1] U [2, 3] defined by 
irrational number between and 
Xg) = < 
if [x^, ^ Co, 1] 
Il;(x^ - 2, Xg - 2) + 2 if [x^, Xg] c [2, 3] . 
Now f is not bounded on [O, l] so the hypotheses of Theorem 5.4 
are not satisfied; however f[$(x^, = 0 for any x^, x^ € [O, l] 
so f is TjJ-bounded. Also D(b - i|i, f) = ^  so g*[D(b - T|f, f)] = 0. 
Finally since for x^, x^ € [O, l] 
h[$(h ^(Xj^), h ^ (x^))] = $(x^, x^) 
the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied. 
Example 5.2 Let g(x) = f(x) = x and h: [2, 3] — [O, l] 
defined by h(s) = s - 2. Define a choice function $ by 
irrational number between x^ and x^ 
f(Xj^, Xg) = < 
if [%!, x^] c [O, 1] 
rational number between x^ and x^ 
if Cxj_, Xg] C [2, 3] 
The hypotheses to Theorem 5.4 are satisfied but the hypotheses to 
Theorem 5.2 are not; for if 0 < x^ < Xg ;< 1 then h[$(b"^(x^), h ^(Xg 
is a rational number and ^(x^, x^) is an irrational number, so 
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Theorem 5.5 Suppose "H is a continuous strictly decreasing 
function on [c, d] such that Ti(d) = a and ^(c) = b. Also suppose 
that f and g are functions on [a, b] and ^ is a choice function 
on [a, b] U [c, d] such that 
ijl f f dg = l];' f f^H d(gcH) , 
•^a J-d 
where H is a function defined on [-d, -c] by H(x) = T|(-x) and 
ijl' is the choice function defined on [-d, -c] by t^) = 
-ilr(-t^, -t^). Then 
ij; J f dg = -i|; foT] dCgcq). 
Proof: Suppose D = 4t.r is a partition of [c, d] then let 
n 
-D denote -D = "I-t .r , the corresponding partition of [-d, -c]. 
i=0 
Then H(-D) = T)(D) = i'r|(t.)j' since Ti(t.) = H(-t.). It follows from 
^ ^ i=0 ^ ^ 
the fact 
that 
r ^ 
sciji, D, fo-n, goTi) =2^ fo'nCiir(t^_j^, t^)]Cgo'n(t^) - go'n(t^_p] 
= _ foH[$'(-t^, -t^_^)]CgoH(-t^) - goH(-t._^)] 
= -S($', -D, fcH, goH) . 
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p-c 
Thus $' f> H d(g-H) = -ill I f^T| d(gtr|) and the proof is complete, 
-d c 
It follows as a result of this theorem that in the theorems and 
corollaries of this chapter if the strictly increasing function h is 
replaced by a strictly decreasing function T] and the compensating 
changes made in the rest of the hypotheses the conclusions of these 
theorems hold with the change that f dg = -ijj 
a 
an example Theorem 5.1' which corresponds to Theorem 5.1 is stated. 
fvT) d(g.Ti). As 
c 
Theorem 5.1' Let f be a ijj-bounded function on [a, b], let 
g be a pure break function of bounded variation on [a, b], and let r. 
be a continuous, strictly decreasing function on [c, d] such that 
^(c) = b and ri(d) = a. Also suppose that $ and r| have the following 
properties : 
1. For every point x 6 [a, b) such that g(x+) f g(x) there is 
a number 6 >0, x + 6,<b, such that for any 
X+ vT" 
s € [RI (^X + 5 ,), T] (^X)), there is a t € (x, T](S)] such 
x"r 
that Ti[ijj(s, T) ^(x))] = $(x, t). 
2. For every point x 6 (a, b] such that g(x-) f g(x) there is 
a number 6 > 0, a < x - Ô , such that for any 
X- - X-
s € (T] (^X), T| ^(x - 5 )], there is a t € [r^s), x) such 
x~ 
that ri[Tli(ri ^(x), s)] = $(t, x). 
If $ J f dg exists then f for] d(g.-T)) exists and 
a c 
pb pd 
. ill J f dg = j f .T] d(g..-n). 
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